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Trash can assembly with toe-kick recess
Ab.
.
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BROAD
Tech Diversity

A61L9/014 containing sorbent material  e.g. activated carbon

B65F7/00 Cleaning or disinfecting devices combined with refuse receptacles or refuse vehicles | such devices | per se|  | (ref: ..

B65F1/163 Pedal-operated lids

B65F1/068 with means aiding the removal of the flexible insert

B65F1/08 with rigid inserts

B65F1/06 with flexible inserts  e.g. bags or sacks | (ref: B65F1/0073)|  takes precedence

B65F1/04 with removable inserts

B65F1/1623 with means for assisting the opening or closing thereof  e.g. springs | spring-actuated swinging wings | (ref: E05F1/10)

B65F1/1615 with means for locking  fastening or permanently closing thereof

B65F1/12 with devices facilitating emptying
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